Gender effects on novel time domain parameters of ventricular repolarization inhomogeneity.
Parameters of ventricular repolarization variability are increasingly being used in an attempt to understand better and predict the occurrence of ventricular tachycardia. Nevertheless, some of the measures used have thus far not been analyzed regarding gender differences in a large group of healthy subjects. Furthermore, new parameters might give further insight. We investigated 139 healthy volunteers (mean age 41.6 +/- 15.3 years, range 20-77, median 40.0 years, 76 women) without evidence of organic cardiac disease. Mean RR interval and established time domain parameters of heart rate variability (rMSSD; SDNN) were measured for each subject. Beat-to-beat QT interval and time-domain QT interval variability were analyzed. Characteristics of the QT interval and QT interval variability were determined as hourly mean values. The standard deviation of all QT intervals/hour (SDQT) and the standard deviation of all QTc intervals/hour (SDQTc) were used to measure QT interval variability. Four novel ratios of repolarization inhomogeneity (VRI: SDQT/SDNN; VR II: SDQT/rMSSD; VR III: SDQTc/SDNN; VR IV: SDQTc/rMSSD) were introduced. Female subjects exhibited significantly higher values in all four ratios of variability. The obvious gender differences in repolarization inhomogeneity found in this study might be valuable in better understanding differences between men and women in the genesis of ventricular tachycardia.